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AFRICAN SAFARI - WRITTEN BY KYLE HODGETTS 

RELEASED ON LICENCE TO ROflOW 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE PTY. LTD. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
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OBJECTIVES 
To find the long lost and very valuable Kenya diamond. 

HOWTOPLAY 
African Safari is an adventure which requires both a joystick 
and the keyboard to play. 
The top of the screen is a brief description of your 
surroundings. Below the moving screen to your lett is 
your direction counter, this tells you the direction you 
may go in. To your right tells you what scene you are 
currently in. 

THE JOYSTICK. Plug your joystick into port 2 of your C64 
and use it to move the man lett or right. In the river scene 
where you are paddling a boat use your joystick in the same 
manner to paddle up or down th.e river. 

THE KEYBOARD. Your computer will accept simple 
two word instructions. (i.e. 'get knife', 'drop knife', 
'examine knife' or 'go boat' etc. etc.). Although you may 
move lett or right using your joystick, to move north or south 
you must type in the instruction 'go north' or 'go south'. 
(Providing your're allowed to go in that direction). 

African Safari is a lot of tun and will take even the best of 
adventure players many hours to master. 

P.S. A small hint, when you are confronted by the two 
monkeys, type in either 'weak' or 'strong' according to 
your choice. 

WELL, GOOD LUCK ! ! ! 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Tum off compuler 
2. Turn on computer 
3. Rewind tape to start 
4. Press (Shih) and (Run/Stop) keys at the same time 
5. Press play on Datasette 
6. II you have any ~robtems, try moving Datasette away from T.V. 
7. II programme 51111 doesn't load, contact Roflow C. S. for replacement 

of faulty cassette 
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All rights of the producer and of the owner of the work being 
produced are reserved. Unauthorised copying, hiring, lending, 
public performance and broadcasting of the cassette is 
prohibited. The publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, 
nor liability for damage arising from its use. 
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